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In the core of language 
learning

Reactored is a digital language learning platform where students can 
complete courses composed by teachers or, alternatively, they can create 
materials for needs of their own.

Our learning platform makes the learning process flexible and 
individualized. With our unique approach we enable students to choose 
their own learning mode. Reactored also ensures that the progress takes 
place both inside and outside of the school environment. 

Reactored takes advantage of various types of sensory input and thus 
always leads you to the right answer. This way, you can concentrate on the 
actual learning rather than on searching for suitable grammatical forms.

A versatile learning platform that supports up to 16 languages.



Automated evaluation, 
equal and time saving

Student-specific results:
Repetition, Vocabulary, 

Learning style, Daily 
variation

Versatile learning 
platform supports up to 

16 languages 

Take advantage of the ready-made 
lessons or build course content yourself

Reactored combines the best 

parts of digitalization

● Auto generate lessons from any

piece of  textual content, a

vocabulary list or a list of phrases

● Over  1,5 million images
● Automated AI-powered

assessment tools for teachers

● Upload or record your own audio

to add uniqueness for lessons

Create content, that 
truly supports your 
teaching



Each learner can choose the way he / she wants to learn the 
selected lesson. The learner can flexibly alternate between the 

usage of different senses in learning and proceed at his own pace. 
Learners can also use the language they learn together with 

others in a group chat.

Personalized learning 
encourages and motivates

Listening Speaking

Writing Pictures

Unique lesson view includes everything you need to learn foreign 
languages effectively

Multichannel learning

vocabulary training, grammar assignments, hyphenation, 
listening comprehension, image selection, word order, video 

tutorial and external links

Adjustable learning style100%0%



Monolingual teaching
New teaching methods also assist  and facilitate language 
teaching in one language and early language education

● Does not require reading or

writing skills

● 2 levels: beginner and advanced

● listening comprehension, speech

to text, hyphenation, word

recognition, sentence structures

and grammar

The solution is also 
suitable for early 

language education



● The evaluation tool supports

formative assessment

● Automated scanning eliminates

unnecessary actions

● Ameliorates distance learning:

teacher support also available at

home

Statistics and 
evaluation tools

Convert 
lessons into 

exams




